Interview opportunity

From mid-August until mid-September, four free sample feeds of a new syndicated series, *V.I.P. Newswater Interviews*, will be available to TV stations requesting them, according to the Visnews Group, which is offering the new service and the samples. The Visnews Group is a consortium of Visnews Ltd., Viscom International and Bright-Star Communications. Viscom International, New York, is serving as coordinator of the service in the U.S.

Viscom officials said the weekly, satellite-delivered service is designed to give local stations direct access to major national and international news figures, presenting a live interview a week, with subscriber stations having voice in selecting interviewees and in questioning them.

Jack Albert, executive vice president of Viscom, said: "Initial response has been very positive from news directors across the country who have been looking for such a service on a guaranteed regular basis. Norm Fein, executive producer of V.I.P., said the service will help station news departments expand their coverage "at low cost" and still "keep final editorial control over the content." The guests, producer Tom Freebairn said, "will range from a scientist or doctor who is working quietly on a cure for a disease to an athlete who has broken a major record or a head of state speaking to the world."

Viscom said it will use its own facilities and the international Visnews Group network to line up and broadcast the interviews. The service is being sold on a market-exclusive basis under the direction of Ed Helfer, vice president of marketing.

The first of the four samples is due to be fed this week, and the final one—said to feature "a major world figure"—during the Radio-Television News Directors Association convention in Nashville Sept. 11-14.

All together now

Three sitcom series created for superstation WTBS-TV Atlanta will be put together in a 90-minute block on Monday evenings, starting Sept. 2 at 6:05 p.m. N.Y.T.

Down to Earth, the original made-for-WTBS situation comedy, will move on that date from its current Friday-night spot to Mondays at 6:05. *Safe at Home* will continue in its present 6:35 Monday slot. *And Rocky Road*, about two sisters and a brother and their struggle to keep their ice cream parlor (and their lives) in order, will premiere Sept. 2 at 7:06 p.m.

"This is a move to create a block of first-run, original situation comedies in the early fringe on the day when the HUT homes using television numbers are up," said Jack Petrlik, WTBS executive vice president and general manager. "These original superstation sitcoms are strong, versatile and fresh, and together they make a very strong lead-in to WTBS prime time programming."

The three sitcoms are produced for WTBS by the Arthur Co. at Hollywood Center Studios in Hollywood. *Down to Earth* is produced in conjunction with Procter & Gamble, the two others are produced in association with WTBS owner Turner Broadcasting System. All three are taped in performance before studio audiences.